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The effect of hydrogen embrittlement on the plastic flow of Al-Cu-Mg alloy was investigated (HE). The studies were
performed for the test samples of aluminum alloy subjected to electrolytic hydrogenation in a three electrode electrochemical cell. It is found that the mechanical properties and plastic flow curves of aluminum alloy are affected
adversely by HE. These are found to show all the plastic flow stages: the linear, parabolic and pre-failure stages. It is
established that the hydrogenation enhances the localization of straining leads to significant changes in the characteristics distances between local straining zones. The patterns of localized plasticity appear to be useful for a detailed analysis of plasticity exhibited by aluminum alloys.
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INTRODUCTION
The presence of hydrogen (H) in solid solution in
metals and alloys is related mainly to the small diameter
of this element and its capacity to diffuse with certain
ease in solid state. Different factors contribute to elevate or diminish the solubilization and/or diffusion of H
in alloys. The main ones are temperature, alloy composition, crystalline structure and substructure. Nevertheless, the presence of H in metals and specifically in aluminum alloys is not desired in most of the cases, since
H alters considerably the mechanical–metallurgic properties of these materials with the possibility of fracture
[1-4]. The most typical damage caused by H in alloys
embrittlement.
Since the beginning of the past century, there is
known a special type of plastic deformation instability
called intermittent flow [5], when the deforming stress
oscillates during deformation at a constant strain rate. It
was established, that each drop of stress is accompanied
by the formation of mesoscopic deformation bands. A
series of experimental studies has been conducted to investigate plastic flow kinetics of solids [6]. In the course
of its development the plastic deformation is found to
exhibit space-time non-homogeneities. The findings
presented in [7] give a clue to a most complex problem
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formation process in solids, namely, its strong tendency
to localization. This view finds support in recent studies
of other workers [8-10].However, it is at present unknown how the visible uniformity of deformation is
supported at the macro-level, whether there appear
zones of macrolocalized deformation in this case, and
whether there is a connection between the stages of
strain hardening and the type of serrations of the intermittent flow upon hydrogen electrolytic saturation. In
this connection, the effect of electrolytic hydrogenation
on the plastic flow and fracture of aluminum alloys subjected to thermal strengthening has to be elucidated.
Among thermally hardened aluminum alloys, duralumins hold a firm place due to ready availability, satisfactory strength characteristics and high corrosion
resistance owing to the protective surface inert oxide
film [11].

MATERIAL AND EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
The investigation was performed for the test samples of duralumin D1, which had been subjected to thermal strengthening. The test samples having dog-bone
shape were stamped out from hot-rolled 2 mm sheet.
These were annealed for 1 h at temperature 340 ºС with
subsequent cooling down in the furnace to remove internal stresses. After such manipulations, the alloy was
in a naturally aged state. [11].
The mechanical tests were carried on at the rate
6,6710-5s-1 at room temperature in a universal testing
machine LFM-125 (Switzerland). Then the plastic flow
curves plotted for the samples tested in tension were
analyzed to single out individual flow stages. The electrolytic hydrogenation of alloy samples was carried on
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for 100 h under a controlled cathode potential of 600
mV relative to a reference electrode of silver chloride in
1N solution of sulphuric acid solution with an addition
of 20 mg/L of thiourea [4,12].
The fractography observations were carried on using a raster electron microscope LEO EVO 50 (Zeiss,
Germany) with adapter INCA for the energy-dispersive
analysis. Shared use center “Nanotech” ISPMS SB
RAS.
Using digital image correlation method (DIC) and
an automated complex ‘ALMEC-tv’ [6,7], the σ(ε) diagram was recorded for the test sample of D1; simultaneously, local strain patterns were being registered for the
D1 sample face.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The curves obtained for the samples of the original
alloy D1 (1) and the counterpart of the same subjected
to hydrogenation for t = 100 h (2) tested by uniaxial tension have a characteristic serrated shape, which is indicative of plastic flow instability (Figure 1). The plastic flow would exhibit an unsteady-state behavior from
the yield limit up to material failure. Hydrogen charging
for 100 h (2) has only minor effect on the yield stress
and tensile strength of studied alloys. It is found that a
15% decrease in the elongation to rupture is observed
for the counterpart subjected to hydrogenation for 100 h
(2) relative to the original alloy (1).

Ludwik equation). These segments correspond to the
linear and parabolic work hardening stages and to the
prefracture stage, which occur for n = 1; n  ½ and n 
0,3, respectively. The stress-strain curve after electrolytic hydrogenation for 100 h (2) exhibits the stages of
linear and parabolic work hardening, and the prefracture stage. In the case of counterpart hydrogenated for
100 h fracture occurs in the absence of necking.
D1 sample without hydrogen manifest a ductile dimpled fracture surface. Hydrogen charging of D1 alloy
results in remarkable changes of their fracture surface
morphology [2]. In this case the mixed fracture modes
with ductile and brittle cleavage fraction were observed
[12]. One can assume that presence of hydrogen the
second phase precipitation β - phase at the grain boundaries may decrease the grain boundary cohesion resulting in intergranular fracture of the D1 alloy. Such a
mechanism of hydrogen embrittlement requires that the
hydrogen-induced damage (hydrogen-filled nanovoids
or material decohesion) nucleates at the precipitation β
- phase on the grain boundaries [13-15].
The measurements of local strain distributions
showed that the strain is macroscopically localized at
all stages of plastic flow in duralimin D1 polycrystals.
An analysis of these patterns revealed that, in the initial
(hydrogen-free) state of polycrystals, the tensile plastic
strain from proof stress in the deforming material there
travel a set of solitary fronts of plastic deformation,
which separated the strained and unstrained zones of
the sample (Figure 2). The deformation fronts travel at
varying rates along the deformed sample.

a)

Figure 1 Loading curves obtained for the original alloy D1 (1)
and the counterpart of the same subjected to
hydrogenation for t=100 h (2)

In the deforming sample of the original alloy (1), the
onset of necking takes place, which is a forerunner of
viscous fracture. The deformation curves plotted for the
original alloy were represented in functional logarithmic coordinates as ln(s–s0) = f (ln e) (here s is the true
stress which takes no account of reduction in the work
cross-section, s0 is critical shear stress and e is the true
deformation). Three distinct rectilinear segments are
distinguished on the flow curve of investigated alloys
for strains ε in the different ranges for a constant value
n (here is the exponent of deformation hardening in
104

b)
Figure 2 The localized deformation zones moving at different
strain levels in uncharged D1 sample: 1,1% (а) and
5,1% (b)

To study the kinetics of the evolution of the macrolocalization zones, we used the representation of the
positions of local deformation zones X, in the sample as
functions of strains εxx or time t (at active tension, ε ~ t
(Figure 3); the coordinate X is counted off from the immobile grips of the tensile machine). In [6-8], it has
been shown that the use of this method for the distributions with a time–spatial periodicity (wave distributions) makes it possible to determine the spatial and
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a)

b)

a)

b)

Figure 3 The localized deformation zones moving at different
strain levels in uncharged D1 sample (a) and
hydrogen charged D1 sample (b)

Figure 4 AFM-images of D1 surfaces after deformation:
a – hydrogen-free specimen; b– specimen with
hydrogen

temporal periods of the process, as well as the velocities
of the motion of the deformation zones V = dX/dt.
An analysis of the distributions of local strain εxx in
tensile tested D1 polycrystals saturated hydrogen during
100 hours showed that, in this case in the material there
emerge a set of deformation fronts (Figure 3). At the prefracture stage, the deformation zones started moving
consistently with a tendency to merge into a high-amplitude focus of localized straining, where a neck-like narrowing of the sample cross section was formed.
The motion rates of localized plasticity fronts were
determined for the test samples of D1 using the complex ALMEC-tv; the values obtained are in the range
(0,2…1,8)∙10-3 m/s in uncharged sample (Figure 3, a)
and in the range (0,6…2,5)∙10-3 m/s in hydrogen charged
sample (Figure 4, b).
It was found that localized plasticity fronts velocity
decreases with plastic deformation of D1. The decrease
of the deforming force at the end of the stretching process is well known to be associated with the formation
of a macroscopic neck and is characterized with a zero
values in the deformation fronts velocity. The change in
the front’s velocity was attributed to an increasing dislocation density during plastic flow with the process of
hydrogen charging [1].
It is found, particularly, that hydrogen provides not
only the remarkable softening effect on the alloy D1
[10], but it initiates also significant reconstruction in the
spatial scale for the distribution and magnitude of plastic strain in the shear bands (Figure 4). Analysis of the
surface relief obtained with atomic-force microscope
observations of the alloy D1 with and without hydrogen
after deformation by tension clearly evidences, that hy-

drogen markedly enhances the magnitude of the plastic
shear on the meso-scale level. It is seen from Figure 4
that the characteristic scale of the shear modulation or
hydrogen-induced mesoscopic strain localization in duralumin can be estimated to be about 5 μm. It seems that
hydrogen promotes dislocation-dislocation reactions,
which result in the dislocation source coupling and in
generation of excessive vacancies [4].
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CONCLUSION
Hydrogen provides not only the remarkable softening
effect on the alloy D1, but it initiates also significant reconstruction in the spatial scale for the distribution and
magnitude of plastic strain in the shear bands. Change in
the microstructure of hydrogen charged duralimin D1 affects on the stress-strain curves and also affects on the
plastic strain localization patterns. Hydrogen enhances
localization and changes the quantitative parameters of
the macroscopic plastic strain localization: the velocity of
autowaves plastic strain localization.
Using the analysis of the loading curve three work
hardening stages on the flow curve were distinguished.
In the case of counterpart hydrogenated for 100 h fracture occurs in the absence of necking. Hence, the probability of hydrogen-induced crack growth forming in
as-treated material is high.
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